
 

 

 

 

The Perfect Windows Migration 

Migrate Thousands per Day 
 

  Reliable zero-touch     Rollback on error 

  Never lose data      Remote user migrations 

  BIOS to UEFI      Keep PC encrypted 

  Application matching     Validate before starting 

  Self-deployment kit     User e-mail notification 

  Full-drive snapshot     Real-time reporting 

 

 OS Migrations           PC Replacements            OS Recovery            Eliminate Malware 

 

 

Migrate in less than 60 min. 

Implement new technology at your 

business’ pace without waiting for 

IT’s schedule. 

 

Migrate with no risk 

Protect information through 

transition while ensuring systems 

are secure, even on an encrypted 

device. 

 

No downtime 

Allow for the users to get more 

from technology without down-

time, including self-deployment 

processes and remote deployment 

kits.  

 

Migrate any time 

Deploy easily and often as needed 

to improve the stability of the PC 

rather waiting for end-of-life. 

 

Provision per PC 

User’s PCs are automatically 

provisioned with the correct 

applications based on their role in 

the company. 

 

 

Upgrade to Windows 10 

  Adopt Windows 10 rapidly 

Replace Hardware 

 Transfer data and settings to new PC directly 

Remove Malware 

 Remove malware and protect your data 

Fully Recover from BSOD 

 Recover from any OS failure quickly 

Migrate to New Domain 

 Migrate profiles across domains —  

 no trusts needed 

Upgrade Security  

 BIOS to UEFI, MBR to GPT, update TPM — 
 all without reformatting   
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Success Stories 
Over the years, companies have saved $Millions using Swimage for 
all of their OS deployment and migration needs.     

Whether it’s a complete company migration or a one-off, Swimage is 
the answer to get the job done quickly and more reliably than any 
other solution. 

 Automated              Resilient              Secure              Easy 
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“Adopting Swimage as our 

automated migration ap-

proach allowed information 

technology specialists at the 

Federal Deposit Insurance 

Corp. to replace close to 5,000 

desktop computers in three 

months.” 

— Cynthia Bell 
 FDIC  

 

“...we needed help on Mon-

day and by Tuesday we were  

deploying systems using 

Swimage and had completed 

60 computers in 2 hours with 

one person.”  

— Patrick Whalen 
 IT Infrastructure Manager 
 Feeding America  

 

“...the process is much simpler 

than our previous methods, 

and now involves just a few 

mouse clicks to deploy our 

image and select various tem-

plates if we need to add any 

additional software.” 

— Todd Fogle 
 Senior Technology Support 

Specialist 
 Bucknell University 

 

For more information on how 

your organization can benefit 

from Swimage, please 

contact: 

 

Info@Swimage.com 

 

 

 

The Perfect Windows Migration 

The Challenge 

 5,000 PCs to be reimaged 

 210 unique locations in 49 countries worldwide 

 3,000 in-place migrations 

 2,000 PC hardware replacements 

 1,000 remote users 

 Join the domain even if off the corporate network 

 Migrate all user profiles from one domain to another, without a domain trust 

 Perform image backup of the PC to prevent accidental data loss 

 Restore users’ data regardless of location on the hard drive 

 Restore all users’ settings 

 Package and reinstall all supported applications 

 Handle PCs that are encrypted 

 Encrypt all PCs once the migration is completed 

 

The Success 

 All PCs migrated 

 All profiles migrated to the new domain 

 Not a single failure, even with the remote migrations 

 Not a single data file lost 

 Zero network impact 

 All PCs secured and encrypted 

 All done using Swimage, average migration time, 60 min.    


